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Jewish food Sikhs to inspire
Living up to a mouthwatering cookery demo
held by the Sikh
community last October
was always going to be a
tall order but the LJRC
gave it a shot!

Vikki Jackson, Or
Nehushtan and Eva Peros,
the Sikh guests were
shown how to make pita
bread, falafel, hummus,
tahina sauce, aubergine
dip and Israeli salad.

Part of a Sikh-Jewish
initiative aimed at forging
links between the two
communities, it was the
turn of the Leeds Jewish
community to showcase
its culinary heritage.
Hosted by the LJRC’s Ann
Dewar and ably helped by

Demonstrators were
impressed with the
enthusiasm of the
children as they picked
up some new cookery
skills and though
everyone was kept busy
there was a good deal of
light-hearted banter.

Tej Gill, Ann Dewar, Pavan & Malal Sembi

Browsing through a
selection of Jewish
cookery books
demonstrated the many
shared dishes between
the two faiths, for
example, the popular
Sephardi recipe for
Zelebi known in Indian
cuisine as Jalebi.
All food was made from
scratch in accordance
with the strict diet of
those Sikh guests who
have undergone the
Amritdhari (baptism)

ceremony, which
prohibits them from
eating food which has
been processed, as part
of their commitment to
purity and a lactovegetarian diet.
As well as take-away
packages of all of the
food made at the event,
recipes were shared so
that everyone had the
opportunity to try making
them at home.

Shabbat UK
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After the huge success of Shabbat UK 2014, everyone was determined that Shabbat UK 2015
would be even better. With that in mind, a cross-communal team was formed to plan and coordinate a whole programme of events which would take place across the community,
embracing different ages, genders and activities.

A Light Unto the Nations
No less than three separate communal
Havdallah ceremonies were arranged for
different ages across Leeds to mark the
end of the Sabbath and the beginning of
the new week.
◦

◦

◦

After a learning fest and seudah
at UHC synagogue, the
Havdallah celebrations included
singing with The Travelling
Chassidim who were visiting
for the occasion.
Robert Marks of LJOY took a
group of teenagers to
Donisthorpe Hall where they
performed a moving ceremony
together with some of the
home’s elderly residents.
At the Brodetsky schools
campus families enjoyed a fun
and relaxed atmosphere in a
change from the usual pace of
school life.

Deidre Cline at the UHC Havdallah ceremony

Members of the Leeds Jewish Educational Centre with The
Travelling Chassidim at UHC

Leeds 2015
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The team, drawn from clergy, lay leaders and community
professionals, included Ann Dewar of the LJRC and Susie
Gordon of sister organisation the LJCCT, who acted as the
programme co-ordinator.

The Great British
Make Off

Lindsay Seaton, Suzanne Benjamin, Bernita Skolnick,
Hannah Skolnick, Rebecca Ross and Ruth Ross

Over 200 women gathered at the
Etz Chaim last October for the
second Leeds Shabbat UK Challah
Make.
This hugely successful
event, organised by the women of
the Leeds Jewish Education Centre
and with the help of Etz Chaim’s
Claire Brown, brought together a
variety of ages and baking skill
levels for an evening of education,
fun and plaiting.
“It was amazing,” said Evie Sacks,
who at age 11, was one of the
youngest participants, “and I can’t
wait to share what I’ve made with
my family.”

Evie Sacks displays
her challot

  Sarah Doerfler, Simone Harris and

Maureen Bloom
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Events we attended

Photo by John Fisher

◦

a Jewish Leadership Council meeting in
London

◦

a police and communities briefing with
West Yorkshire Police to discuss local
issues

◦

WIZO’s annual lunch 

◦

the Prime Minister’s annual Chanukah
event at Downing Street

◦

the Chabad’s annual Chanukah event

◦

a Christian Zionist event at the Grammar
School at Leeds

◦

the Chevra Kadisha’s annual dinner

◦

as part of The Muslim Council of Britain’s national “get to know your local mosque
day” we attended an event at the Baab Ul Ilm centre in Leeds

◦

an Interfaith Near Neighbours conference designed to bring together people from
different communities and facilitate positive working partenerships

◦

the first Interfaith Shabbat held at UHC Synagogue entitled “T.G.I. Friday, Saturday,
Sunday”. Speakers Rabbi Adam Ross, Reverend Chris Swift and Imam Ilyas Dalal
explored the concept of a holy day of rest inthe Abrahamic faiths.



Pearl Wolfson, Diane Goldman, Sue Dorsey, Fabian Hamilton MP, Rosalind
Shenderey & Liz Jacoby at the WIZO lunch

News in brief
Porton Library update

LJRC hits back

One of the largest and
most regionally
significant collections of
Jewish literature is to be
rehoused at the
University of Leeds’
Brotherton Library
following discussions
between the LJRC and
the Central Library. The
collection is due to move
on March 31st and over
the next 12 to 18 months,

Following a so-called
“Israel Apartheid Week”
across UK universities, the
LJRC has taken swift
action in a bid to counter
the escalation of tensions.

staff will be curating and
cataloguing the 3,500
items, which will be
available, without
subscription, from 2017.
If you would like to assist
with evaluating and
categorising the
collection, please contact
us for further details.

The campaign left many
Jewish students feeling
vulnerable and we have
now written to university
vice chancellors across
the

region to highlight our
concerns.
We take very seriously our
position as the umbrella
organisation of the Jewish
community in Leeds
district. It is vital we
always take a stand against
any campaign that aims to
marginalise our
community and breed
hostility.

Let there be light
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community gathers for LJRC’s Chanukah event

Mgr Philip Moger & Rabbi Eli Magzimoff

As ever, the Chanukah
Candle Lighting at
Leeds Civic Hall was
our final event of the
calendar year and
certainly saw it end on a
high.
Now an established
Leeds tradition, the
event has always
attracted wonderful
speakers and
entertainment, and this
year was no exception.

After an introduction by
LJRC president, Simon
Jackson, the newly
inaugurated Lord
Mayor, Cllr Judith
Chapman, opened the
ceremony, which was
followed by an
enthusiastic
performance by the
Brodetsky school choir.
Our guest of honour
was the student
chaplain, Rabbi Eli

Simon Jackson, Laurence Saffer & Judy Graham

Magzimoff, who
brought a meaningful
take on the Chanukah
story before initiating
the candle lighting,
which ended of course,
with sweets and
doughnuts.
There’s something
about those short days

and long, dark nights of
winter, which make the
spirit yearn for light and
warmth.
Chanukah provided the
perfect antidote and
what better way to
celebrate it than
amongst friends!

BHH Hawks soar to victory
The BHH Hawks emerged
victorious in the latest LJRC
Intra Communal Five-a-Side
Football Tournament after a
thrilling final against Etz Chaim
resulted in their 4-1 defeat.
Former Leeds United and
England footballer, Paul Reaney
presented the trophy, which
was sponsored by Berwin &
Berwin.
Held at the Grammar School at
Leeds, the event was organised

Photos by John Fisher

by Daniel Kaufman and David
Bransby, and was opened by
Fabian Hamilton, MP.
The fundraiser proved a huge
success and a big thank you
goes out to all those who took
part as well as to the local
businesses and generous
individuals who supported the
event and helped to raise
£1500 each for Leeds Jewish
Blind Society and the Children’s
Heart Surgery Fund.

 BHH Hawks’ winning team

Bremner has guests Rory-ing with laughter at UJIA annual dinner
Known for his political
satire and impressions
of British public figures,
Rory Bremner brought
his own unique brand of
comedy to the UJIA’s
North-East annual dinner
in December.

  0"Simon Jackson, Rory Bremner and UJIA’s Martin Harris

Held at the Queens
Hotel, the dinner
attracted around 250

guests, both Jewish and
gentile, helping raise
essential funds for some
of the valuable projects
carried out by the UJIA
in Israel and the UK.
The latest campaign,
entitled “Securing our
Future”, highlights the
importance of investing
in young people.

An arresting sight at the Etz Chaim
Walking into the foyer of
their synagogue on 27th
February, Etz Chaim
congregants could have
been forgiven for feeling
underdressed.
In the first event of its kind,
the shul, together with the
lJRC, hosted a West
Yorkshire Police Shabbat,
attended by a number of
senior officers, including
guest of honour,

temporary chief constable,
Dee Collins.
The service was organised
in acknowledgement of the
Police Force’s efforts, both
in protecting communities
and in fostering good
relations between different
ethnic groups.
In a busy world we’re sure
you’ll agree it’s important to
 Rabbi Anthony Gilbert, Malcolm Taylor, Temporary Chief
to take the time to say
Constable Dee Collins and Simon Phillips
“thank you.”

Farewell from Simon
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Simon Jackson looks back on his time as LJRC president

The Constitution
Together with the other
honorary officers, one of
the first projects I
undertook as president
was a strategic review of
the LJRC, which was
kindly facilitated by
Anthony Greenfield.
Our aims were chiefly to
bring the organisation into
the 21st-century and to
reform how it operates.
The most significant
outcome was the decision

to become a company
limited by guarantee.
We knew that we wanted
the LJRC to be as
representative and
inclusive as possible whilst
appealing to a wider
range of interests and
ages. The new structure
achieves this and offers
increased legal protection
to the organisation, the
community and to
appointed officials.

Additionally, the
president's role had
simply become too big
for a single voluntary
position. To make the
LJRC as effective as
possible, the role has now
been split between an
outward facing president
and an inward facing
CEO, with each of the
directors responsible for
their own portfolio.

This has been a huge
undertaking and could not
have been achieved
without the considerable
pro bono input of Jennifer
Chambers of Shulman's
LLP.
The LJRC is now
positioned to thrive and
become not just the hub,
but the driving force of
the community. I am very
proud to have been a part
of that process.
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Gone but not forgotten
Throughout the course of the year, LJRC
directors attend a number of remembrance
ceremonies on behalf of the community.
Here are some which have taken place
recently:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Laurence at Bramley

Laurence attended a Bramley
Memorial ceremony
Simon and Laurence attended the
civic Holocaust Memorial Day eventt
in January
Abi, Keith and Alan attended the
AJEX Shabbat at Sinai Synagogue
Simon attended BHH remembrance
ceremony and Leeds civic
Remembrance ceremony
Simon at BHH

Thank you, goodbye...

...and welcome!

We’d like to bid the fondest of farewells to two of the
LJRC’s key members who have retired from their
posts; Abigail Levin and Keith Ackerman.
For several years both have been involved in matters
affecting our
community and have provided representation at
numerous civic events.
We’d like to thank Keith and Abi for their tireless
efforts and wish them all the very best.

Meet the LJRC Team

Simon Jackson

Laurence Saffer

Simon Phillips

Alan Dunwell

As we say goodbye to two respected colleagues, we
extend a warm welcome to Simon Philips, who
has stepped in as an LJRC director. In line with the
LJRC’s new approach, whereby all directors will
be given their own portfolio, Simon’s role will focus on
interfaith and he’ll be working closely with the Leeds
Jewish Interfaith Network.

And finally ...
Our 2016 Year Book is on its
way! As well as being a
handy tool for local contacts
and key information, our
year book also raises much
needed funds to enable us
to continue our community
and interfaith projects that
benefit our community.
Thank you to all our patrons,
advertisers and affiliated
organisations who have

Mishpachah is created and edited by Ann Dewar & Eva Peros

supported this year’s
publication.

Contact us at: info@ljrc.org (0113) 2185869

